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1. INTRODUCTION
The final conference of the FAIRHAP project that was held in Greece, took place on
13th December 2018 in the cultural centre of the municipality of Penteli.
The conference has been a valuable moment of dialogue and confrontation of
different opinions, experiences and positions but eventually, found everyone
agreeing that ethics in sports are fundamental also outside the field, since there is a
reciprocal relation between ethics in everyday life and ethics in sports.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT
Participants were selected by sending an official invitation letter followed by the
Agenda of the event to a group of stakeholders. Also some days before the
conference, attendance of participants was verified by phone calls. Totally 25
stakeholders participated in the conference in Athens. Among them there were:
• physical education counselors,
• school counselors,
• representatives from sports authorities and associations,
• representatives from HEI’s involved with Physical Education or Sport Science,
• PE teachers, coaches and sports teachers, as well as other beneficiaries.
For the implementation of the conference event were responsible three speakers
and one moderator. The conference room and its facilities were selected in order to
facilitate the work during the event. Participants were also provided with notepads
and pens to take notes. Special care was given to create a welcoming environment in
order to ensure that participants were comfortable, as well as to have the chance
and the possibility to meet and interact with each other.
The aim of the conference was to communicate the FAIRHAP project ideas, discuss
quality, effectiveness and transferability issues, as well as disseminate the outcomes
of the project and the benefits obtained for the children through their participation
in the project.
Also participants were asked to complete an event evaluation form and an
attendance sheet with their personal details. Moreover, every participant was
provided a USB stick with the presentation of the FAIRHAP project, the proposed
educational material handbook and discussion educational themes for children.
Every participant of the event gets support from CRE.THI.DEV. in using the project
products (educational material/handbook, etc.). Also participants were sensitized in
order to disseminate the project and promote project ideas.
At the end of the conference all participants were invited to dinner.
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3. DISCUSSION & RESULTS
During the conference the FAIRHAP project, its aims and objectives were presented,
as well as the implementation procedure of the training sessions of children as well
as the open tournament event. Moreover, the results from the field research
“FAIRHAP Project Training Evaluation: Attitudes of children regarding Olympic
Values” report were presented and a panel discussion was followed, where
participants stated their opinions on the project’s outcomes and results.
The feedback received by the participants of the conference was very positive, as
they considered the FAIRHAP project very valuable and interesting. According to
their statements, the FAIRHAP educational material and methods are very useful and
can support in a very valuable way their work. Moreover, they have pointed that the
training sessions had a positive effect on children’s attitudes regarding sport ethics
and they found very interesting the comparison on children’s value orientation
between the different countries that participated in the project. In addition, they
proposed the FAIRHAP educational material and approached also to be implemented
to other age group categories, except 10-12 years old children that the project was
focused on.
Furthermore it is of great importance that all stated that they had gained knowledge
they will be able to apply regarding new learning practices and training methods.
Also all stated that they were very glad to have the opportunity to be informed of
this project and that its idea and methods should be continued.

4. PROMOTION OF THE EVENT
Several dissemination activities took place in order to promote the conference event
and the FAIRHAP project in general. During the conference posters were posted in
conspicuous places where they were easily visible. Moreover leaflets were
distributed to all participants. Several press releases before and after the conference
event were done with information regarding the event and the FAIRHAP project’s
aims, objectives, outputs, etc.

5. CONCLUSSION
With great success CRE.THI.DEV. has organised the final conference of the project in
Greece. Every participant received relevant material from the project and get
support from the responsible partners in using the project products as well as to
promote the project. All seemed to be very satisfied about the general organisation,
the facilities, the speakers as well as the information and the material that was
presented and distributed.
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6. PHOTOS OF THE EVENT
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